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Continuous Temperature Sensing Device for the
Fertility and Early Disease Detection Markets

CEOCFO: Ms. Costantini, what is the idea behind Prima-Temp?
Ms. Costantini: The company is a continuous temperature sensing company. We have 
two different platforms. One is focused on women - specific temperature sensing, which 
is our first product for fertility. The other is an external temperature sensor that is used 
in the hospital setting for early disease detection. Our first product is the one we are 
focusing mainly on and that is the vaginal ring that continuously tracks a women’s core 
body temperature and when she is most fertile, it sends an alert to her smartphone. 

CEOCFO: Are people leery about having something permanently or temporarily 
inserted?
Ms. Costantini: It is not implanted--it is inserted. Vaginal rings have been on the market 
for 15-20 years. These are intra-vaginal rings that women wear a month or three 
months at a time. They are produced by large pharmaceutical companies and women 
are very comfortable wearing these rings for up to three months at a time. These are 
women who are just using the rings for contraception and menopause symptoms. You 
can imagine that a woman that is trying to conceive is even more motivated to try 
something such as a vaginal ring versus a woman who is simply using it as a 
contraceptive and has other options. We have reviewed all the usability and sales data 
from these other rings and it is a well accepted form factor by both women and 
physicians.

CEOCFO: How does this measure temperature in a way that a thermometer does not?
Ms. Costantini: It is better than a thermometer. When a woman is taking her temperature orally, there are several things 
that affect her temperature. If she had a glass of wine the night before her morning temperature is off or if she had a 
restless night of sleep or if she is taking any medications at all, even dietary supplements. Oral temperature is very finicky. 
Core body temperature is the absolute, most precise way to measure temperature. The other aspect of the technology 
and the science is that we are continuous temperature sensing. When a woman is only taking her temperature once a 
day, she is missing this very important dip that occurs before ovulation. When a woman is trying to conceive, the best time 
to conceive is actually two days prior to ovulation. There is only about five to six days a month when a women can get 
pregnant and she is most fertile two days before ovulation. Many couples feel that they should conceive at or right after 
she ovulates. The current techniques on the market now will only tell you the day that you have already ovulated. With 
continuous temperature sensing, we are able to identify a change in temperature that happens two days before ovulation 
and be truly predictive. We can actually say that in the next few days, you will be most fertile, versus saying you’ve 
ovulated, so you can try but you may not be successful. It is both the continuous nature and the core nature of our 
temperature sensor that allows us to give a two-day window before she even ovulates. 

CEOCFO: How is it measuring temperature? What is happening?
Ms. Costantini: It is a thermometer within the ring, pretty simple. 

CEOCFO: How did you develop the concept? What gave you the idea that it would work and what has been 
involved in getting it to be a final version?
Ms. Costantini: Interestingly, this was based on a product for dairy cows. Here in Colorado, the engineering firm that we 
work with was asked by the dairymen to develop a sensor that can identify when a cow is ovulating, because the bull 
insemination process is very expensive. Phase IV Engineering, which is the engineering firm that works with us to develop 
our products, are pioneers in wireless sensing. They have been producing wireless sensors for NASA, Boeing and GE for 
25 years. When these dairy men asked for help to identify when their cows are fertile, Phase IV developed what looks like 
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a big bullet that a cow swallows and it sits in the cow’s second stomach, and wirelessly sends temperature data to the 
dairymen so that they can identify when the cow is most fertile. Our scientific co-founder, Dr. Wade Webster, who is an 
emergency room physician, was involved in some of that development and said that this cow product would be fantastic 
for humans, so they started developing our product based on the cow product.

CEOCFO: Where are you in the process?
Ms. Costantini: We have completed all of the development and manufacturing of the first batch and we are starting pre-
sales next month online, then we will start shipping product after we scale up the manufacturing by the end of the year.

CEOCFO: How will you get the word out and should you be working through physicians as well as directly to 
women?
Ms. Costantini: That is exactly what we are doing. About 65 -75 percent of our marketing dollars will be direct to 
consumer marketing, and about 35 percent of our marketing dollars will go to OBGYN marketing and education. The 
direct to consumer side will be quite a bit of digital and social media. The mommy blog-o-sphere is absolutely enormous. 
When women are trying to get pregnant, they are very vocal on the internet - in chat rooms, paying attention to bloggers, 
and on fertility websites. We have already identified who the influencers are in that space and we will be marketing 
through social media, connecting with these women online, as well as the traditional media such as Good Morning 
America and women’s magazines. We have already been in the New York Times and Consumer Reports. OBGYNs 
absolutely love this product because they do not like referring their patients to in vitro-fertilization specialists until they 
absolutely need to. There are many women who are probably not infertile but they are losing patience. They have only 
been trying to conceive for three months and the OBGYN does not really have a tool in their toolbox like this that they will 
try before they go to IVF. The OBGYNs are thrilled to be able to offer them something like our product so they are not 
quickly going to the IVF route. As you probably know, it is approximately 15 thousand dollars out of the pocket for one 
cycle of IVF, but women are willing to pay it if they are not finding that they are getting pregnant quickly. Many of these 
women can in fact get pregnant if they could identify their fertile window, which is what our product does. 

CEOCFO: It seems like a no-brainer. Where do you see the challenges?
Ms. Costantini: For women that are trying to conceive, there is such a motivated market and they are clearly willing to 
spend a lot of money on a very difficult process like IVF. We were just discussing this a few minutes ago that when we 
kick off our campaign and launch this product next month in pre-sales, we have no idea how many women will want to 
purchase this product. It is a matter of being able to scale the manufacturing in alignment with the demand. We are 
scaling manufacturing with a fantastic company in California and they do have flexibility to immediately push the button on 
additional production if needed, but we really do not have any idea of how many women will purchase this ‘out of the 
gate’. We are looking forward to that first launch and seeing how it goes. 

CEOCFO: You mentioned another product. What is on the agenda down the line?
Ms. Costantini: That is a really interesting market. It is for early disease detection. Interestingly, when a person is starting 
to get sick, if you collect their temperature continuously, you see patterns changing before they even start showing 
symptoms. It is incredible that even today in the hospital, they have a nurse coming in and taking temperature every four 
to six hours. They do not have a way of continuously tracking your temperature and looking at these patterns. We have a 
really simple temperature patch that goes under the arm and can be put on every patient that comes into the hospital to 
determine whether that patient is starting to get a hospital acquired infection or they are starting to turn septic; treatment 
can be initiated two days earlier than the symptoms are even showing. What is interesting is that cow product I told you 
about, the dairymen are now using that product to identify when their cows are starting to get sick and removing that cow 
from the herd before it becomes contagious. It is saving the dairymen a lot of money by using continuous temperature 
sensing for early disease detection.

CEOCFO: Have people in general looked at the animal market for ideas? What is the status of finding something 
that has been used for animals first and translating it?
Ms. Costantini: That is a good question. I have seen the opposite happening. There are companies that are changing 
human oncology drugs to be more specific to animals but that is really good question. I cannot think of too many 
examples where animal products have been transitioned to human products. 

“As a digital health company, we have all of the pieces that are needed to make a successful product.” - Lauren Costantini, PhD
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CEOCFO: You have had over 20 years of experience in life sciences. What have you learned along the way that 
has been helpful so far at Prima-Temp?
Ms. Costantini: I think being very well organized is the key to keeping all the balls in the air. As a startup company, we 
are on such a lean budget and have such limited resources that we have the best people in our company, juggling all 
these balls that have to be kept in the air to keep on track and on budget. I think just being extremely organized and 
bringing in the right people that have the same breakneck speed and focus on being organized is important. I am not an 
expert in digital and social media, so I have brought in women that do that for a living. She is not only teaching me the 
different aspects of digital media and marketing but she is taking the reins and has great experience, and I absolutely trust 
that her experience will win the day for us. That is what I see on a day-to-day basis.

CEOCFO: Why choose Prima-Temp?
Ms. Costantini: Prima-Temp is a fantastic amalgamation of digital health and medical devices. There is a great deal of 
buzz in digital health right now but many of those companies are run by technology guys. They are app developers and IT 
experts. One needs to have the healthcare expertise and experience because digital health is still overseen by the FDA 
and the government, and many of those app developers do not understand that. We have incredible healthcare 
experience and we also have fantastic technology and engineers with us. As a digital health company, we have all of the 
pieces that are needed to make a successful product. 

CEOCFO: Will you be seeking funding or additional partnerships as you move forward?
Ms. Costantini: Always! I was in Silicon Valley yesterday pitching to some investors. We are always looking for funding. 
We are in discussions with companies ranging from technology companies to healthcare companies and medical device 
companies. All different companies are interested in partnering with us once we get this launched. It is very exciting when 
we are keeping all those discussions active.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine
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